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Each car requires a powerful engine; each house requires a solid base; in the same way, each software development process requires its design pattern. Customers around the world are approaching Bacancy Technology to create software solutions that meet the specific needs of customers and provide viable solutions to both users and businesses. To
achieve this, we use different technologies and architectural patterns. There are three types of architectural user interface design patterns most used as MVC, MVP and MVVM. Let's read a comparison between MVVM vs MVC vs MVP. MVP is a model-View-Presenter abbreviation. MVC is a Model-View-Controller abbreviation, while MVVM means
Model-View-ViewModel. All of these design patterns play an important role in developing an application, as best practices are done by combining them flexibly, easier to test and maintain and facilitate the development of reusable objects. These architecture patterns are designed to moderate complex codes and make the user interface code cleaner
and manageable. Let me help you with this. Architecture Presentation Patterns MVC MVC Pattern is the first and main architectural pattern specially designed for web applications and introduced in the 1970s. MVC allows you to build an application with the separation of SoC concerns that in turn facilitates efforts to test, maintain and expand the
application. In a traditional software development procedure, we write a relevant code or use user control to make the view part of the definition class. This procedure increases the size of the view class between business operations, the data link logic and the user interface. Therefore, the MVC architecture pattern is designed forThe sizes of the code
and make a code â € ~ good code. More clean and easily manageable. Model: The model characterizes a set of classes to describe the business logic. Sketching the business rules for data on how data can be handled or modified. View: The view means user interface components user like jQuery, HTML, CSS, etc. The view is responsible for showing
the data received from the controller as a result. View is also used to convert the model into the user interface. Controller: The controller is very responsible for processing incoming requests. Controller gets the data from the user through the model to see. A controller acts as a facilitator between the Model and the View. Advantages of the MVCSupport the asinc techniques. Modifications made do not influence the model. Development is faster compared to other architectures. MVC Pattern Sales Not compatible with TDD. It is difficult to manage the controller for a wider code. MVP Pattern The MVP pattern has so much similarity with the MVC pattern. In this pattern of architecture, “p”
represents the presenter. The view manages and displays the page controls. The Leader is responsible for addressing all IU events on behalf of the opinion. Collect the input of the users and then proceed the data side by side of the Model that transforms the results back to the View. The Presenter performs mainly from the logical end for gestures
such as pressing a button or directs paths through navigation. MVP is a composite pattern to implement, but it is beneficial if applied as a well-designed solution. The MVP pattern is usually performed with window shape applications and ASP. NET. Model: The Model characterizes a set of classes to describe business logic. It also describes business
rules for data on how data can be handled or changed. View: The view represents user interface components such as jQuery, HTML, CSS, etc. The opinion is responsible for showing the data received from the controller as a result. It also transforms the model(s) into the IU. Leader: The Leader has the responsibility to address all IU events on behalf
of the opinion.view provides user input, then takes the Model’s help to filter data and then transmits the result to the View. The view and the presenter are are Different, but they communicate between SÃ through an interface. Advantages of the MVP pattern: The view becomes passive so that it can easily exchanges. The code is more easy to
administer. Compatible with TDD compared with MVC. Disadvantages of the MVP pattern: it is not compatible with the loose coupling between the view and the presenter. It has a great sizes of code. Model View VIEWMODEL (MVVM) MVVM has been defined from MVC. The MVVM pattern supports bidirectional data union between the view and the
view model. It allows automatic propagation of modifications within the view model. In general, the Vista model makes use of observer patterns to make changes in the model of view to mode. The MVVM has three key parts: Model: the model continues to have a set of classes to describe the business logic. It also describes the commercial data rules
on how data can be handled or changed. It is directly related to the activities of the database. View: The view means UI components such as jQuery, HTML, CSS, etc. The view is responsible for showing the data that is received from the controller as a result. It is the only available user interactive thing. It also transforms the model (s) into the UI. The
MVVM view is active compared to MVC and MVP. ViewModel: The ViewModel is responsible for presenting functions, methods and commands to defend the state of sight, operate the model and activate the events in the view. It can be defined as the model for view of the application. Advantages of the MVVM pattern: loose coupling between the view
and the view model. It provides the best compatibility with TDD. Disadvantages of the MVVM pattern: Each component of the UI needs observable. It has a great sizes of code. So far, we have gained basic knowledge about MVVM vs MVC vs MVP. Consider some cases of use and evaluate these architectures for the development of Evaluation of
architectures: MVVM vs MVC vs MVP in the development of Android These are some of the requirements to choose an appropriate architectural designer for Android. How is the Action? What is the ability of the application to be testable? How softly can you modify your application? Now, we will take a FindBook app that has the following features
and features- Users can search for books. The selection of any search result book will give information about the book and its reviews. Based on the search input, the application will provide book suggestions. Performance Assessment Here we are using Dumpys to measure the performance of our Android app and considering the architectures- MVVM
Vs MVC vs MVP. Dumpys provides us with features to measure memory allocation and use in the Android app. MVP was more reliable from MVC and MVVM. According to Dumpys, the MVP was considered more smooth and highly reliable compared to the MVC and the MVVM. It makes the frameworks efficient. You can check the percentage of the
number of frames that render the architecture of your application and evaluate performance. MVVM has an additional overload due to data union. Review of TDD compatibility for MVVM Vs MVC vs MVP on Android App We will follow the development of Test Driven (TDD) and use JUnit4 to test the application. Evaluating the testability of an
application is an extremely crucial part. Here are the results- MVC: The test coverage has about 34% of the methods and 29% of the lines. Unfortunately, JUnit4 cannot check components such as activity classes and fragments; therefore, MVC is not recommended with TDD. MVP: Compared to MVC, the test coverage was quite efficient. It was about
68%. MVVM: As MVVVM has the data union, the test coverage was 100%. Evaluate Modification Capacity No matter how complete your application is, there are always some necessary modifications. You need to choose an architectural pattern that allows youyour application without problems. we will compare the capacity of modifications between
mvc, mvm and mvp according to the following criteria- number of classes that are changing number of classes that are added with new features code lines codeAdding a new feature Based on the above parameters, we found that significantly fewer modifications are required for MVP and MVVM than MVC. MVVM has provided a lot in the
maintenance part. MVC tends to expect more changes in most scenarios. Wrapping I hope this article has been helpful to you as I have covered all the significant differences between the three architectural patterns. There is one more significant thing that you need to take into consideration along with the framework of your choice. Frames known as
iOS use the MVC pattern and Android development, Ruby on Rails, while ASP. NET web-based applications make use of MVP development. On the other hand, MVVM is used by Silverlight, nRoute, Caliburn, WPF and more. So what architectural development patron you are using in your software project, let me know in the comments section below.
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